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ABOUT
DIRECTOR  PHOTOGRAPHER  SO· PHROS· Y· NE

Photographer/ Director Brandon Jameson has created award winning still and motion imagery 
for advertising and editorial clients, worldwide for over a decade.

Brandon honed his unique approach to storytelling under the tutelage of legendary auteurs 
David Bailey, Richard Avedon, Francesco Scavullo and Lord Snowden. 

His films “Breathe”, “A Different Light” and four seasons of PSA campaigns for PBS, 
have garnered critical acclaim.

“Pearl“Pearl”, Mr. Jameson’s lauded fashion film, is currently delighting audiences
 at film festivals globally, garnering six wins for Best Fashion Film at Cannes, 

Best Director and twelve international awards to date.

Brandon’s ability to deliver celebrated still and moving image campaigns 
have made him a proven talent and trusted creative partner for the global mega-brands 

CoverGirl, Estee Lauder, Depend, MUFG, Iams and Olay.

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2271453/


WHO WHAT  WHERE WHEN

WHEN DO WE START?
THESE FOLKS HAVE THE  HOOKUP:

Tammy Hunt             tammy @citizenskull.com

Jamie Bradley           jamie@citizenskull.com

WHERE CAN WE CREATE?
Brandon is based in Southern California and loves an adventure.
Got any ideas?

WHO IS THIS MAN?

WHAT ELSE SHOULD I KNOW?
TEN FUN FACTS ABOUT BRANDON:
1) Brandon studied film theory at NYU under cult film maker Stan Brackage.
2) During his stint as a teen model, he lived with über-agent Eileen Ford. 
3) Brandon made his first film “Laura’s Remarkable Trip To Puddelby Town” at 5 years old,
4) Brandon is left handed and not at all siniste4) Brandon is left handed and not at all sinister.
5) Brandon excells in baking popovers.
6) Brandon’s first summer job was taking pictures of tourists at Glacier National Park.
7) Brandon loves a good board game and has weekly game nights.
8) Brandon is known as “The Vault”, because  he can keep a secret.
9) Brandon once had dinner with Truman Capote.
10)Brandon’s studio is a techie paradise.

Brandon Jameson learned his craft from the best in the business.
His time on-set as a teen model, makeup artist, and beauty editor 
has informed his work as photographer and director.  

He's also a tech geek, pet parent, husband, empath and world traveller, in
a resolute quest to find the meaning of life and the perfect beignet.

Brandon’s voracious appetite for knowledge about what makes people tick, 
their cultures, why they do what they do and why he does what he does,their cultures, why they do what they do and why he does what he does,
all combine to make him constantly curious with copious amounts 
of frequent flier mileage.

Brandon‘s passion for listening, learning and story telling has produced
a bounty of good times and award winning creative collaborations.

https://www.citizenskull.com/csp-management-contact


LET’S DO THIS
STILL IMAGE
Brandon Jameson has produced some of the most striking editorial imagery of his generation. 
He has established a unique aesthetic that is reflective of our times and a vivid  point of view,
bringing sharp focus to his images
and cultivating over 280K IG followers.

MOVING PICTURES
Brandon Jameson brings a clear understanding of what it takes to envision and produce
provocative moving pictures that motivate the viewer to take action.
Brandon’s flair for melding classic storytelling
with his technical ability to create breath taking imagery 
has garnered the elusive“eyes on the prize” with consumers;
delighting agencies, the brands they represent
and winning some shiny aand winning some shiny awards along the way.

http://brandonjameson.com/editorial/
http://brandonjameson.com/film-pearl/
http://brandonjameson.com/moving-images/


A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
EYE CATCHING + RESULT DRIVEN

http://brandonjameson.com/new-work/


411

tammy@citizenskull.com
jamie@citizenskull.com

https://www.citizenskull.com/csp-management-contact
https://www.instagram.com/brandon_jameson/

